100% overview and increased safety

Inspection and documentation software
Readunit Tool Management is a modern, visual, user friendly system for managing testing and documentation for any kind of equipment. Mandatory testing and other common sense testing is easily handled and clearly organized in the system,
Dashboard and locations

Readunit’s dashboard provides a quick overview of the safety status of your equipment. You can instantly see where issues can occur, which equipment it applies, and who’s responsible. Devices are associated with locations you setup in the system. You can create an organizational structure that suits your company’s needs.

A location can be many things. It can eg. be a building, a storage, service vehicle etc. You are also able to setup a location, for each one of your costumers. In this location/locations you can include the costumers equipment. Smart details, if you inspect for him. You are ofcourse able to open a viewer account, so your client allways can follow the status of his own equipment.
Documentation

If you, your customer, or an auditor needs to see documentation for inspection on any equipment, used at a construction site, you can easily find the relevant location and the related equipment right here. You can now choose to print a single certificate for each piece of equipment, or choose to print a selected group of certificates that provides an overview of your equipment. Likewise, the system log allows you to track prior events for each individual piece of equipment.

With Readunit’s app you can scan the equipment, and see the current status, location, assigned user, and any associated documents - like user manuals, CE documentation or test reports. By logging into the app, you can perform inspections, change users, locations or replace photos of your equipment.
Notification generator and template manager

Readunits' notice generator can send information about upcoming notifications to the appropriate users. Typically, a workflow is set up so the user is notified well in advance of the testing and the CSQ Production Manager, or appropriate individual is alerted before safety is compromised on the work site, enabling him to intercede before it's too late.

- Provides an overview of all your equipment in a few seconds
- Automatic notifications (email or SMS) when equipment is due for inspection
- Possibility for alarm to HSF responsible if dates are exceeded or just before
- Along with inspection the system generates adequate documentation, ready for print/download
- You save 3-10 minutes on your documentation, for each inspection you create with Readunit
- Fast access to documents attached to your equipment
- Option to smartphone inspection - Take pictures and document your inspections
- GPS integration for device tracking
- Possibility for using RFID chip, with full integration with Readunit app